Identifying an optimal seeding protocol and endothelial cell substrate for biohybrid lung development.
Several key prerequisites need to be fulfilled for the development of a biohybrid lung, which can offer an actual alternative to lung transplantation. A major aspect is an optimized haemocompatibility of the device's artificial surfaces via endothelial cell seeding. In this study, four different types of polymeric gas exchange hollow fibre membranes (HFMs) were analysed utilizing four different seeding protocols in order to identify the ideal combination for sufficient long-term endothelialization. Human cord blood-derived endothelial cells (HCBECs) were used for the endothelialization of polypropylene HFMs with two different pore sizes and poly-4-methyl-1-pentene HFMs, both with and without heparin/albumin coating. The qualitative and quantitative impact of four different rotational seeding protocols regarding long-term HFM endothelialization and the impact of inflammatory stimulation on the seeded HCBECs were examined by fluorescence microscopy, cell counting, and analysis of relative expression levels of activation, shear stress, and thrombogenic state markers. Optimized endothelial cell seeding and long-term cultivation were only achieved using heparin/albumin-coated poly-4-methyl-1-pentene HFMs, applying 24 hr of rotational speed at 1 rpm followed by 120 hr of static culture. Neither cell-to-HFM contact nor the rotational cultivation procedure showed an impact on the physiological anti-thrombogenic and anti-inflammatory HCBEC activation status. Additionally, the cells maintained their physiological responsiveness towards inflammatory stimulation. Rotational seeding strategies and a seamless heparin/albumin coating of the HFMs are crucial requirements for a sufficient and long-lasting endothelialization and thus a key element in the future development and in vivo application of the biohybrid lung.